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           Chemistry ~ Ms. Hart Class:  Anions     or  Cations 
 

6.4 Conservation of Mass - Homework 
 
Directions: 

• Draw a circle around the reactants 
• Draw a square around the products 
• Write equation chemical equation in sentence form 
• Determine whether or not the equation is balanced by using the table provided 

 

S  +  O2  à   SO3 
 
Sentence: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Balanced? (circle one)  yes  no  

 
Element # of atoms on the 

reactants side 
# of atoms on the 

products side 
 
 

  

 
 

  

 

Li  +  N2  à   Li3N 
 
Sentence: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Balanced? (circle one)  yes  no  
 

Element # of atoms on the 
reactants side 

# of atoms on the 
products side 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
N2  +  O2  →  N2O5 

 
Sentence: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Balanced? (circle one)  yes  no  

 
Element # of atoms on the 

reactants side 
# of atoms on the 

products side 
 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

	  



Al(s)  +  O2(g)  →  Al2O3(s) 
 
Sentence: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Balanced? (circle one)  yes  no  

 
Element # of atoms on the 

reactants side 
# of atoms on the 

products side 
 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

K  +  B2O3  à   K2O   +  B 
 
Sentence: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Balanced? (circle one)  yes  no  
 

Element # of atoms on the 
reactants side 

# of atoms on the 
products side 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

Ag  +  H2S → Ag2S + H2 
 

Sentence: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Balanced? (circle one)  yes  no  
 

Element # of atoms on the 
reactants side 

# of atoms on the 
products side 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Li  +  AlCl3  à   LiCl  +  Al 

 
Sentence: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Balanced? (circle one)  yes  no  
 

Element # of atoms on the 
reactants side 

# of atoms on the 
products side 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 

 
NaClO3    à   NaCl   +   O2 

 
Sentence: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Balanced? (circle one)  yes  no  
 

Element # of atoms on the 
reactants side 

# of atoms on the 
products side 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 

 
SnO2   +    C   à     Sn   +   CO 

 
Sentence: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Balanced? (circle one)  yes  no  
 

Element # of atoms on the 
reactants side 

# of atoms on the 
products side 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Regents Questions: 
 
1) 

 
 
2) 

 
 
3)  

 
 
4) 

 
 

1 Which quantity identifies an element?
(1) atomic number
(2) mass number
(3) total number of neutrons in an atom of the

element
(4) total number of valence electrons in an atom

of the element

2 Which atom in the ground state has a partially
filled second electron shell?
(1) hydrogen atom (3) potassium atom   
(2) lithium atom   (4) sodium atom   

3 What is the total charge of the nucleus of a
nitrogen atom?
(1) +5 (3) +7
(2) +2 (4) +14

4 Which value of an element is calculated using
both the mass and the relative abundance of
each of the naturally occurring isotopes of this
element?
(1) atomic number (3) half-life
(2) atomic mass (4) molar volume

5 The mass of 12 protons is approximately equal to
(1) 1 atomic mass unit
(2) 12 atomic mass units   
(3) the mass of 1 electron
(4) the mass of 12 electrons

6 Sodium atoms, potassium atoms, and cesium
atoms have the same
(1) atomic radius
(2) first ionization energy
(3) total number of protons
(4) oxidation state

7 Which statement describes a chemical property
of hydrogen gas?
(1) Hydrogen gas burns in air.
(2) Hydrogen gas is colorless.
(3) Hydrogen gas has a density of 0.000 09 g/cm3

at STP.
(4) Hydrogen gas has a boiling point of 20. K at

standard pressure.

8 Which element has the greatest density at STP?
(1) calcium (3) chlorine
(2) carbon (4) copper

9 Which equation shows conservation of atoms?

(1) H2 + O2 → H2O
(2) H2 + O2 → 2H2O
(3) 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O
(4) 2H2 + 2O2 → 2H2O

10 Which term indicates how strongly an atom
attracts the electrons in a chemical bond?
(1) alkalinity
(2) atomic mass
(3) electronegativity
(4) activation energy

11 A solid substance is an excellent conductor of
electricity.  The chemical bonds in this sub-
stance are most likely
(1) ionic, because the valence electrons are

shared between atoms
(2) ionic, because the valence electrons are

mobile
(3) metallic, because the valence electrons are

stationary
(4) metallic, because the valence electrons are

mobile

Part A

Answer all questions in this part.

Directions (1–30): For each statement or question, write on the separate answer sheet the number of the
word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers the question. Some questions
may require the use of the Reference Tables for Physical Setting/Chemistry.
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11 Given the balanced equation representing a
reaction:

H+(aq) + OH–(aq) → H2O(!) + 55.8 kJ

In this reaction there is conservation of
(1) mass, only
(2) mass and charge, only
(3) mass and energy, only 
(4) mass, charge, and energy 

12 Which polyatomic ion contains the greatest
number of oxygen atoms?
(1) acetate (3) hydroxide
(2) carbonate (4) peroxide

13 Which formula represents an ionic compound?
(1) H2 (3) CH3OH
(2) CH4 (4) NH4Cl  

14 An ion of which element has a larger radius than
an atom of the same element?
(1) aluminum (3) magnesium
(2) chlorine (4) sodium

15 Which statement must be true when solution
equilibrium occurs?
(1) The solution is at STP.
(2) The solution is supersaturated.
(3) The concentration of the solution remains

constant.
(4) The masses of the dissolved solute and the

undissolved solute are equal.

16 Which liquid has the highest vapor pressure at
75°C?
(1) ethanoic acid (3) propanone
(2) ethanol (4) water

17 What is the total number of different elements
present in NH4NO3?
(1) 7 (3) 3
(2) 9 (4) 4

18 Which sample of matter is a single substance?
(1) air (3) hydrochloric acid
(2) ammonia gas (4) salt water

19 At STP, which sample contains the same number
of molecules as 11.2 liters of CO2(g) at STP?
(1) 5.6 L of NO2(g) (3) 11.2 L of N2(g)  
(2) 7.5 L of H2(g) (4) 22.4 L of CO(g)  

20 A sample of gas is held at constant pressure.
Increasing the kelvin temperature of this gas
sample causes the average kinetic energy of its
molecules to
(1) decrease and the volume of the gas sample

to decrease
(2) decrease and the volume of the gas sample

to increase
(3) increase and the volume of the gas sample to

decrease
(4) increase and the volume of the gas sample to

increase

21 Given the balanced equation representing a
reaction:

Cl2(g) → Cl(g) + Cl(g) 

What occurs during this change?
(1) Energy is absorbed and a bond is broken.
(2) Energy is absorbed and a bond is formed.
(3) Energy is released and a bond is broken.
(4) Energy is released and a bond is formed.

22 A molecule of butane and a molecule of
2-butene both have the same total number of
(1) carbon atoms (3) single bonds
(2) hydrogen atoms (4) double bonds

23 Which general formula represents the homolo-
gous series of hydrocarbons that includes the
compound l-heptyne?
(1) CnH2n–6 (3) CnH2n

(2) CnH2n–2 (4) CnH2n+2

24 Which two compounds are isomers of each
other?
(1) CH3CH2COOH and CH3COOCH2CH3

(2) CH3CH2CHO and CH3COCH3

(3) CH3CHBrCH3 and CH2BrCHBrCH3

(4) CH3CHOHCH3 and CH3CHOHCH2OH
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